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CHAPTER 1 :INTRODUCTION(1ST HEADING)

FIRST HEADING:
Font: Arial, 14 pt,
Bold, Centered, Line
spacing: 1.5 lines,
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1.1

Introduction (2ND heading)

This chapter contains the introduction to the issues which the research is
concerned, the problem statement of issue being studied, the aims and
objectives of the study and the rationale and significance of the study.
The introductory chapter generally introduces the problem and indicates
its importance and validity. It sets forth the context, the hypotheses to be tested
and the research objectives to be attained. This chapter contains the
introduction to the issues which the research is concerned, the problem

BODY:
Font: (Default) Arial
12pt, Justified, Line
spacing: 1.5 lines,
Space Before: 6 pt,
After: 6 pt, Style:
Quick Style, Based
on: Normal

statement of issue being studied, the aims and objectives of the study and the
rationale and significance of the study.
Be sure to include a hook at the beginning of the introduction. This is a
statement of something sufficiently interesting to motivate your reader to read
the rest of the paper, it is an important/interesting scientific problem that your
paper either solves or addresses

1.2

Start-up writing (2nd heading)

There may be a preamble in the beginning of a chapter. The purpose may be to
introduce the themes of the main heading. You can't write a good introduction
until you know what the body of the paper says. Consider writing the
introductory section(s) after you have completed the rest of the paper, rather
than before. Be sure to include a hook at the paper either solves or addresses.
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You should draw the reader in and make them want to read the rest of the
paper. The next paragraphs in the introduction should cite previous research in
this area. It should cite those who had the idea or ideas first, and should also
cite those who have done the most recent and relevant work. You should then
go on to explain why more work was necessary (your work, of course.)
Use ReferencesCross referenceReference Type:
FIGUR, insert
only label and
figure.

The research target for the 9th Malaysian Plan (9MP) as in Figure 1.1is to
boost-up production time as well as to improve the competitiveness and
creativeness among Malaysian Small Medium Enterprise (SME).

CAPTION:
Text: Arial
Center line
Size: 12 (min)
1.5 line spacing
Use ReferencesCaption as
FIGURE
Set numbering to
include chapter
number.
Chapter starts
with style
Heading 2

Figure 1.1 Design and development of eCADI
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW(1ST HEADING)

2.1

Introduction (2ND heading)

It is a critical review of literature related to the topic. It is meant to act as a base
for the experimental/analytical section of the thesis. Literature selected must be
up to date, analysed and synthesized logically. It is not a mere summary of
works of different authors.Results of various studies are studied, compared and
contrasted. The review usually concludes with a brief summary of the literature
and its implications for the problem.
2.1.1 Classification of literature review. (3rd heading)
There should be a minimum of two sub-headings to justify having subheadings. Sub-heading No. 2 (Secondary Level)
2.1.2 Classification of literature review 2.(3rd heading)
There should be a minimum of two sub-headings to justify having subheadings. Sub-heading No. 2 (Secondary Level)

2.2

Literature review format(2ND heading)

Results of various studies are studied, compared and contrasted. The review
usually concludes with a brief summary of the literature and its implications for
the problem.All first letters of principal words are capitalized and the subheading is typed flush with the left margin.
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2.2.1 Subtopic literature review(3rd heading)
This chapter should reflect a comprehensive review of the problem under
investigation and all references cited relevant to the problem.
2.2.2 Subtopic literature review 2 (3rd heading)
This chapter surveys previous literature and studies relevant to the field
and related topics. In some cases the implications discussed form an empirical
or theoretical rational for the hypotheses.
a. Subtopic literature review.(4th heading)Your paragraph starts
here right, in line with the heading. Tertiary headings are indented
five spaces. There should be at least two tertiary headings to
justify having tertiary level headings. Tertiary headings are usually
not listed in Table of Contents
b. Subtopic literature review. (4th heading)Your paragraph starts
here right, in line with the heading. Tertiary headings are indented
five spaces. There should be at least two tertiary headings to
justify having tertiary level headings. Tertiary headings are usually
not listed in Table of Contents
c. Subtopic literature review. (4th heading)Your paragraph starts
here right, in line with the heading. Tertiary headings are indented
five spaces. There should be at least two tertiary headings to
justify having tertiary level headings. Tertiary headings are usually
not listed in Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 3 : METHODOLOGY

3.1

Introduction

It describes the methods and techniques used. It may also contain validation of
methods used. In social science, a theoretical framework is generally included.
This is an important component of the research/project report since it informs
the reader on the methods used to collect the data and generate the findings
reported.
This chapter describes and explains the research methodology used in
the study. The sub-topics include the research design and the research
procedures

adopted.

Where

applicable,

sampling

methods,

research

instruments and statistical methods are indicated in the chapter.

3.2

Research methodology structure

This is an important component of the research/project report since it informs
the reader on the methods used to collect the data and generate the findings
reported. This chapter describes and explains the research methodology used in
the study. The sub-topics include the research design and the research
procedures

adopted.

Where

applicable,

sampling

methods,

research

instruments and statistical methods are indicated in the chapter.
This is an important component of the research/project report since it
informs the reader on the methods used to collect the data and generate the
findings

reported.

This

chapter

describes

and

explains

the

research

methodology used in the study..
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3.3

Research Figure

Illustrations include maps, charts, graphs, diagrams, and photographs.
Photographs normally called PLATES, while the rest are called FIGURES. Each
of these categories is numbered consecutively throughout the thesis, including
those in the appendices. Illustrations should be of good quality. The trend now is
to use computers.
The figure/plate number and caption should be typed below the
Use ReferencesCross referenceReference Type:
FIGUR, insert
only label and
figure.

illustration using Arabic numerals and lowercase, except for proper nouns and
first letters of principal words (see Figure 3.1). If preferred, “down-style” can also
be used in which all letters are of lowercase except proper nouns and first letter
in caption. Illustration should be inserted near their mention in the text.
If an illustration occupies an entire page, the caption may be typed on the
left-hand facing page (reverse side blank), which is counted but paginated. A
right-hand page in landscape format should have the top of the illustration at the
binding edge. The illustrations number should be typed parallel to the way the
figure/plate reads. The page number is typed

CAPTION:
Text: Arial
Center line
Size: 12 (min)
1.5 line spacing
Use ReferencesCaption as
FIGURE
Set numbering to
include chapter
number.
Chapter starts
with style
Heading 2

Figure 3.1Example of methodology
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3.4

Research Tables

Tables are numbered consecutively (with Arabic numerals) throughout the thesis
(including text and appendices). There are two possible numbering schemes:
either (a) number them consecutively throughout the thesis, or (b) number them
by chapter, e.g. Table 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2 and so on. No thesis may have two
different tables called “Table 1”. All tables are to be listed under LIST OF
TABLES in the preliminary pages (including tables appearing in the
appendices). Tables should be placed after their mention in the text. Short
Use ReferencesCross referenceReference Type:
FIGUR, insert
only label and
figure.

tables should not stand alone on a page.
Tables are captioned single-spaced above the tables (see Table
3.1,Table 3.2, Table 3.3). Capitalise only the first letter of the principal words in
the caption (excluding words like “of”,”the”,”to”). If preferred, use “down style” in
which all letters are of lowercase except for proper nouns and first letter in the
caption.
Table sources and notes should be placed directly below the table (not at
the bottom of the page). Use superscript symbols (e.g. *, **, ***) or lowercase
letters, (e.g. a, b, c) but never numerals for tables footnotes.

Table 3.1Sample ANOVA table
CAPTION Table:
Text: Arial
Left
Size: 12 (min)
1.5 line spacing
Use ReferencesCaption as
TABLE
Set numbering to
include chapter
number.
Chapter starts
with style
Heading 2
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Table 3.2 Sample table 2

Table 3.3 Sample table 3
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Equation may also refer to a relation between some variables that is expressed
by the equality of some expressions of their values. The table above is referring
to equation 3.1.

CAPTION:
Text: Arial
Centerline
Size: 12 (min)
1.5 line spacing
Use ReferencesCaption as
EQUATION
Set numbering to
include chapter
number.
Chapter starts
with style
Heading 2

Rflr = Cflrm x 12

(3.1)

Aflr x Why
Where:
Rflr= floor rate (RM/m2hr)
Cflrm= monthly charge (RM/month)
Afl= total floor area (m2)
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CHAPTER 4 : RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Introduction

Texts, figures, table are used to present the analyzed data. This chapter also
contains the interpretation of the results and the analysis of data. The findings of
the research should be compared and contrasted with those of previous studies
presented in the literature review.

4.2

Result

It presents a complete account of results and analyses of the study in the form
of figures, tables or text so that the key information is highlighted.

4.3

Discussion

It discusses the result of the study in relation to the hypotheses. It highlights the
main findings, their significance and implications.
A separate chapter for this is common in technological disciplines. In
social science, such a discussion often appears under Results and Discussion.
Conclusions and recommendations may be presented here or under a separate
chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSION

5.1

Introduction

In this section, the findings are summarized and their implications are discussed.
Evidence that the results of the data analysis support the conclusions of the
study is discussed here. Reasonable explanations are provided for findings with
conclusions supported by results. Possible limitations of the research are also
discussed here.

5.2

Future recommendation

The weaknesses and limitations of each of the three tools and techniques
developed in the research study have indicated the following areas as
recommendations for further work.

5.3

Summary

A summary describes a larger work (such as an entire book, speech, or
research project), and should include noticeably less content then the original
work.
Summaries can save a reader time because it prevents the reader from
having to actually go through and filter the important information from the
unimportant. A summary is a record in a reader's own words that gives the main
points of a piece of writing such as a newspaper article, the chapter of a book, or
even a whole book.
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APPENDIX A

// The code is written by Mohd Firdaus Bin Hassan
// Dated 28 September 2010-09-28
#region Using directives
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Windows.Forms;

#endregion
namespace TextBoxTest
{
partial class FormCostCalculation : Form
{
public FormCostCalculation()
{
InitializeComponent();
this.buttonOK.Enabled = false;
// Tag values for testing if the data is valid
this.textBoxAddress.Tag = false;
this.textBoxWeight.Tag = false;
this.textBoxName.Tag = false;
// Subscriptions to events
this.textBoxName.Validating += new
System.ComponentModel.CancelEventHandler(this.textBoxEmpty_Validating);
this.textBoxAddress.Validating += new

.
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